Reconstruction of patient-specific three-dimensional (3D) bone model from biplanar two-dimensional (2D) X-ray images and point distribution models (PDM) is discussed. We present a stable and accurate approach combining regularized morphing and shape deformation, and show its application to reconstruction of proximal femur. A novel image-to-model correspondence building method using directly the edge pixels detected from the 2D images and the apparent contour extracted from the 3D model is proposed to convert a 2D/3D reconstruction problem to a 3D/3D one, whose solutions are well studied. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation results on eleven cadaveric dry bones are given which indicate the validity of our approach.
INTRODUCTION
Constructing anatomical shape from biplanar X-ray images is a challenging task. A priori information is often required to handle this other-wise ill-posed problem. In Fleute and Lavallee [1] , a PDM of distal femur was iteratively fitted to the contours of segmented on the X-ray views by sequentially optimizing the rigid and non-rigid parameters. It utilizes the principle of the shortest distance between the projection ray of an image edge pixel and a line segment on the apparent contour to set up image-to-model correspondence. However, this method requires an explicit contour extraction, which may be quite difficult when the shapes involved become complex or when the background of the images become complex; Furthermore, their PDMbased shape estimation applied a least-squares fit without regularization, which makes the solution very unstable.
In Benameur et al. [2, 3] , a PDM of scoliotic vertebrae was fitted to two conventional radiographic views by simultaneously optimizing both shape and pose parameters. The optimal estimation was obtained by iteratively minimizing a combined energy function, which is the sum of a likelihood energy term measured from an edge potential field on the images and a prior energy term measured from the statistical shape models. No explicit image-to-model correspondence was used. To avoid trapping in a local minimal, their method requires a close initialization [2] . Though a hierarchical strategy was proposed later to solve this problem [3] , no accuracy data was reported. This paper presents a stable and accurate approach combining regularized morphing and shape deformation. A novel image-to-model correspondence building method using directly the edge pixels detected from the 2D images and the apparent contour extracted from the 3D model is proposed to convert a 2D/3D reconstruction problem to a 3D/3D one, whose solutions are well studied. We show its application to reconstruction of proximal femur. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the point distribution model. Section 3 describes the novel image-to-model corresponding building method. Section 4 briefly recalls the 3D/3D reconstruction framework introduced in [4] . Section 5 presents the experimental results. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 6.
POINT DISTRIBUTION MODEL
The PDM is built on the training shape database described in Rajamani et al [5] , which consists of 13 segmented proximal femoral surfaces. A sequence of correspondence establishing methods was employed to optimally align these training shapes. It starts with a SPHARM-based parametric surface description [6] and then is optimized using Minimum Description Length (MDL) based principle as proposed by Davis et al [7] .
Following the alignment, the PDM is constructed as The PDM is reconstructed as follows 
where Z7 2 (a7 /U2) is the Mahalanobis distance from the mean according to the normal distribution.
IMAGE-TO-MODEL CORRESPONDENCE BUILDING
Given the biplanar X-ray images, our task in this section is to establish correspondences between input images and model obtained from the PDM -the mean model in the initial registration and the template surface in the final deformation. Here we assume that the input X-ray images are calibrated and registered to a common coordinate system. And for a pixel in an input image we can always find a projection ray emitting from the focal point of the associated image through the pixel.
Edge detection
A standard implementation of Canny edge detector with hysteresis [8] is used to find the edge pixels of the considered bone structure from the input images. To suppress spurious edges, Gaussian convolution kernel with large width is used to smooth the input images first. The detected edge pixels are further processed using the knowledge about the X-ray machine. Detected edge pixel whose intensity is below some threshold or whose position is of a certain distance away from the image center is eliminated.
Apparent contour extraction
For fast extraction a smooth apparent contour from a given surface model, we use the approach introduced by Hertzmann and Zorin [9] . This approach first constructs a dual representation of the given surface mesh in a fourdimensional (4D) space based on the position and tangent planes of every vertex. The focal point's dual (a plane in 4D) intersects with the mesh triangles dual. Before hand, the approach normalizes the dual vertices using the l,,, norm so that the vertices end up on one of the unit hypercube's sides. This reduces the problem to intersecting the triangles on a hypercube's sides with the focal point's dual plane, i.e., to intersect triangles in eight 3D unit cubes (the eight hypercube sides) with a plane. By using Octree for each hypercube sides, the extraction process can be greatly speeded up. Then, for a point Q),(j =1,2, ,M) on the extracted apparent contours using the projection parameters of input X-ray image s, we do a forward projection of this point onto image s to get its 2D position A'. Each 2D point in {A] } is then associated to a 3D point in {O } . In the following subsection, we will describe an iterative matching process for build 2D association between the points in {A]} and the detected edge pixels in the X-ray image s.
Iterative non-rigid 2D matching process
Following the general framework of point matching in [10] , we also formularize the 2D matching as a two-stage process: correspondence and spatial mapping. TPS is used here for parameterization of the spatial mapping. But unlike [10] 
3D/3D RECONSTRUCTION
Using the developed method for building correspondence, we can always find a set of 3D point pairs given an initial model state, i.e., the initial scale and the initial pose parameters of our statistical shape models. The problem of surface reconstruction is then solved in three stages in [4] : registration, regularized morphing, and shape deformation
Registration
This is the only stage that is solved by iteration. In this stage, the scale and the rigid registration transformation between the mean model of the PDM and the input images are iteratively determined using a generalization of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm developed by Besl and McKay [12] . The difference between the new algorithm and the traditional ICP algorithm is that at each iteration step we need to set up a set of new point pairs using our method for 2D-3D correspondence 4.2. Regularized morphing 3.4. Using shape context distance to improve the stableness The 2D matching process described above has the advantages of stableness to certain outliers and of automatic exclusion of cross matching, which is an important property for preservation of topology in non-rigid registration. However, it is possible for the proposed algorithm to create false matches. In this paper, we use the shape context matching cost [11] to further rank the point pairs estimated by the 2D matching process and to eliminate those with high cost such that the false matching rate is reduced.
3D point pair building
Assume that we have found a set of 2D matched point pairs {(Ib,Abs);b = 1,2,...,L}, we are trying to build the corresponding 3D point pairs in this step as follows. For a 2D point Ibs we can find a projection ray rbs emitting from the focal point of image s through point Ib. Additionally, for its matched point Abs, we always know its associated 3D point Os on the apparent contour of the model whose projection onto the image s is Ab. By computing a point vb on the ray rbs which has the shortest distance to Obs, we can build a 3D point pair (vbsbs). Combining all these 3D point pairs, we can establish 3D/2D correspondence between the input model and images. (Xj)i means that thejth model point xj on the mean model x is the closest point to the ith image point vi The regularized morphing is formulated as the minimization of the following joint cost function:
where E(-x ,v ,x) is the likelihood energy term and E(x) is the prior energy term (or the stabilization term), used to constrain the estimated shape to a realistic result. p is a factor that controls the relative weighting between these two terms. Pk(I) is the jth tuple of the kth shape basis eigenvector.
For details about how to solve Eq. (5), we refer to our previous work [4] . The shape deformation is described as a regression problem of finding a spatial transform t: that minimizes following cost function: For details about how to solve Eq. (6), we refer to our previous work [4] .
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Eleven cadaveric proximal femurs were used for our study.
Steps of one of the reconstruction examples are given in Figure 1 . The non-rigid registration accuracies were evaluated by digitizing 100 -200 points from each surface of the cadaveric specimen and then computing the distance from those digitized points to the associated surface estimated from the images. The in-vitro experiments show an average mean error of 1.2 mm (STD=0.2 mm), which demonstrates the robustness and accuracy of the proposed method.
We have presented a stable and accurate approach for reconstruction patient-specific 3D bone models from biplanar X-ray images. The qualitative and quantitative results demonstrate the validity of our proposed method.
